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are both junior Eng-lisMajors and members of Second
Section. Preston is sports editor of the
VOICE and the INDEX and
Student Directory. He
of the present
lives in Pittsburgh, Pa.
in basket-bill- .
Felty is a varsity guard
is
Ironton, O.
His home town
Bill McGraw chaired the committee
the winning pageant.
which selected
Paul Bushnell, Joan Waters, Bob
William
Miss Frances Guille,
were the
Gass, and Donald Shanower
other members of the committee.
h

Act'1
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April 24

Humpty-Dumpty-

),

Hitch-

Catalogue Ready

irement in 1931.
Professor Dodds

received his M.A.
Yale in 1927 and his Ph.D. there
in 1932.
He taught English at the
L'niversity
of Pittsburgh before going
lo Stanford
in 1937 where he became
full professor
in two years. He
founded the Stanford University
School of
Humanities in 1942 and
its dean until 1948. At present
is on loan
at Emory University,
Georgia
as Guest Lecturer.
As an author
he has written "Tho-""- J
Southej-neDramatist", 1933;
"hackery: A Critical Portrait" was
Published in
1941. His newest book is
Age of Paradox: A Biography
of
England,
Professor
Wds has edited, with Arnold Whit-n"Se- ,
"An Oxford Anthology of Eng-llsProse"; with Hardin
Craig,
of English
Fiction", and in
1M
', "Modern British and American
fV' with W. H. Dunham.

Fourteen departments will offer a
total of 43 courses in the College's
1952 summer session opening June 10.
it was announced this weeje.
Catalogues of the session are available at the Registrar's office, and proswho find courses
pective students
which they wish to take not listed
are asked to see Professor Lowell W.
Coolidge, Dean of the summer session,
in the English office, or to leave a
note for him in the Registrar's office.
If six or more persons request any
course not listed, an attempt will be
made to arrange for it, according to
Mr. Coolidge.
Registration for students now enat the
rolled will be held May
same time as advanced registration for
the fall semester. Eight or nine credits
may be earned in the eight week
session, which ends August 2.
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head of the German Department,
month research leave to
about the present German

Professor
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Schreiber

received his lec- from the Speakers'
HlCOGHis sub)ects
toJ rf
'rem The Development
of

Baitia"1?nments

-

of the
membership
was also explained by
President Sperry. It consists of a
faculty chairman appointed by the
Dean of the College and the Student Senate President, a faculty
Present
Committee

Ger-mor- e

a six

College To Be Host
To

Schreiber Switches To English
Again After 6 Month German Tour
has

The discussion was preceded by
a report from the Publications
Committee
announcing
appointment of Dick Shepherd as next
year's INDEX Manager, and
George Bender in the same capacity for the VOICE. Don Orr,
present INDEX Business Manager, had suggested at the Publications meeting that the existing
salaries be abolished and some
other method of credit be set up.
A committee was appointed by the
of the Publications
Chairman
Committee to investigate other
means 6f compensauon.
President Elwood Sperry clarified
the present stand of the Publications
Committee as to its function: "The
Committee shall have no control over
editorial policy, but it shall advise
on literary style, format, and good
taste." Senator Bob Atwell suggested
that with a student chairman, the faculty could not be accused of censorcensoring the VOICE, in paring
and that the arrangement
ticular,
of
would relieve the Administration
one more burden.

7

Hoc'

William I. Schreiber,
jwt returned to Wooster after
nilny. As one
means of learning
twin .
.
culture Professor
Sch
had volunteered to lecture
United States Centers of Intj"
onation, or "America
Houses,"
0u8hout the
American zone.
America
Houses" are rather like
World Fairs, according to
th'VSOr Schreiber- Libraries, lecture,
'rJensn
mV'e haUs' k'nd""
ns. and,
in Munich, even a model
CT"! kitchen' help to bring tie
f
"'M to these Ameri-sciou- ,
ta
Europeans.
University
e primary gfOUP innu-b- r
ced y
'he centers.

y
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Wooster Da4y Racord

Reed Geigex

i

member from the economics deeditor and business
partment,
manager of both INDEX and
VOICE, with the retiring editors
Presiin an advisory capacity,
dent and Treasurer of the Student
Senate, President of the College,

(Continued on page four)

function.

Mauer

Summer School
Opens June 10;

.

Courteiy

d

Carol
(Mice), Betty Patti (Cat), Jan
cock (LU' Jack Horner), D. D.
(Old King Cole), and Bill
(

"Human Values in An Aspirin
Mellon
Age" will be the topic of a lec
Garber
ture here on April 24 by Dr. John
(Georgie Porgie).
V. Dodds, professor of English
Rehearsals for the cast begin immeit Stanford University,
Stanford, diately after vacation.
California.
Maxine Schnitzer, Joan Waters, and
A Wooster alumnus, class of 1924,
Bill McGraw assisted Felty in choosbe received
an honorary degree of ing the cast.
doctor of literature
at a chapel convocation in 1945. However, his membership in the college "family"
goes
lack to 1918 as his father,
the late
Dr. Samuel
Dodds, taught Biblical
Doctrine at booster until his ret-

i
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Publications Problem
Reviewed By Senate

Lecture
Considers 'Aspirin'

1841-1851-

i

e

Dcdds

Here

A

try-out-

21-pers-

co-edit- or

Jol-lif-

?

At another meeting last Monday,
George Bender was approved as Business Manager of the VOICE and Dick
Sheppard was given the same position
on the INDEX.

.

American Railroads to How the Christmas Tree Came to America to The
Settling of the Northwest Territory.
He lectured in Bonn, his home town
and now the capital of West Germany,
Munich, Erlangen and other centers.

Art Conference

Invitations have bcn sent to 36
colleges and institutions of the Ohio
Valley Art-- League for the conference
to be held at Wooster Saturday, May
19, in Galpin Hall. The group will assemble to discuss problems and to
exchange ideas on art in the college
curriculum.

alumnus,
Frank Biebel, Wooster
will be moderator at a panel discussion of "What Contemporary Artists
Are Doing and What the Public Understands and Accepts," during the
morning session. Members of the panBecause he went as a private indiwill be Irwin Frey, sculptor, from
el
vidual among the German people, ProState University; George Culler,
Ohio
fessor Schreiber seldom spoke English
of
the Akron Art Institute; and
head
during those six months. When he
painter, of the Cleveland
Travis,
Paul
appeared, without notes, before his
Art.
of
Institute
first large audience, he requested that
Delegates will be invited to see
the listeners help should he "get
the
fact,
of
the Cleveland Water Color Show and
stuck." But, as a matter
audience needed the help, because its the exhibition of Ohio sculptors which
lecturer commenced to use regional will be on display in the Josephine
dialects, switching from one to an- - Long Wishart Art Museum from April
( Continued

on

pge four)

Margitan, McGraw
Win Lead Roles

King, a junior majoring in Political
Science, has served as Associate Editor
on this year's staff of the VOICE,
assuming the editorship following the
resignation of Jean Snyder. The new
Lorraine Margitan and
editor is a member of First Section McGraw will head
the cast
and makes his home in Wooster.
Little Theater's

In Color Day

V

ors

i

Ron Felty, director of the Color
Day pageant, and his casting coms
mittee have selected through
T: s
.
the
cast for the
nursery-rhymfantasy to be produced May 10.
Howard Kin g
Tom Hughart will narrate the program. Eight other voice parts round
out the sound part of the cast. Don
Elliot speaks as Edward, Ginger Ferris
as Ruth, Bob Hull as Jack Be Nimble,
Susie Weaver as the old woman, Dave
Palmer and Bill Patterson as Simple
Student Senators considered the
Simon, Fred Wollerman as Pancho
Diablo, and Sandy Wishart as Hump-ty- - function and chairmanship of the
Publications Committee at their
Dumpty.
The pantomime will be acted by meeting last Monday night. The
Tom Wise (Edward), Sylvia Spencer discussion centered on whether
(Ruth), Ted Budrow (Jack B. Nim- the committee should have a fac
ble), Bette Hanna (the old woman), ulty or a student chairman, and
Simon),
loll iff (Simple
Bob on a clarification of the present
Jim
Davies (Pancho Diablo), Dick Shep-par- stand of the committee as to its

scenes.
co-auth-

5

For "Magic Shoe II

Travelling in an old shoe, the boy
at six nursery rhyme
uid girl stop
The

V

Director Felty
Completes Casting

thing in the world.

beautiful

3

editor-in-chie-

d

script judging committee last Thursday.

and girl
The pageant depicts a boy
find
the pot
to
rainbow
the
following
They happen across
f gold at its end.
them that
u 0d woman who tells
of gold, but that at
there is no pot
is the most
he end of the rainbow

Bender, Shepphard
Head Business Staffs
Student editors of the VOICE and INDEX for the school year
were named by the Publications Committee last week.
Howard King was confirmed as
f
of the VOICE, while
Reed Geiger was named to the top INDEX post.

The Magic Shoe" will be the pageant for this year's Color Day.
Written by Ivan Preston and Ron Felty, it emerged the favorite
Fisher's entry "A Bit of Heather" from the
0ver Barbara
Student-Senate-appointe-

ran ran

m

2--

2.

Singing Sections
Compete May 2
Eight sections will compete in the
Serenade Contest to be held on May
2 for the silver plaque
now held by
last year's winner, Eighth Section.
Don Shawver will be master of ceremonies for the evening's festivities.
Section song leaders are: First, Dick
Snyder, Second, Jim Hughes; Third,
Bob Schneider and Tom Wise; Fourth,
George Breakwell; Fifth, Gil Bloom;
Sixth, Dick Carter; Seventh, Bill
and Eighth, Ellis Clouse.
Judges will be Mrs. Marjorie Golder,
Miss Eve Richmond, Mr. Karl Trump
and Mr. Frederick Moore.
S-ton- er;

Reed Geiger is a sophomore from
Lakewood, Ohio and is a member of
Sixth section. He has been a member
of the staff of the 1952 INDEX, serv
ing as an assistant editor.

Bill

of the
next production,
"The Lady's Not For Burning",

director W. C. Craig announced this
Christopher Fry's comedy of

week.

15th century witchcraft will be presented as part of the Color Day celebration, May 7, 8, 9, and 10.

Bender, who will handle the books
The part of Jenet Jourdemayne, acfor the VOICE, is a junior from New
cused
of witchcraft but undeserving
Philadelphia, Ohio. A member of Second section, George served as Auditor of death and unwilling to surrender
herself to it, will be taken by Lorry
this year.
Margitan.
Bill McGraw will play
Sheppard takes on the financial woes Thomas Mendip, a discharged soldier,
of the INDEX, following his service anxious for death, but unable to conas Advertising Manager of the 1952 vince anyone he is criminal enough
book. Dick is a sophomore from West to deserve it.
Carrollton, Ohio.
Gordon Roadarmel will take the
Under a recent ruling of the Pub role of Nicholas Davize and Art Hook
lications Committee, the new staffs will play Humphrey, his brother. Peg
begin operation following Spring va Batterman will portray Margaret Decation. Other staff positions for both vize, their mother, and Mary Limbach
publications will be announced later
will appear as Alizon Eliot, the girl
both young men want to marry. The
part of the mayor of the small market
town of Cool Clary is assigned to
Paul Bushnell. Richard, the mayor's
orphaned clerk, will be played by Don
Haskell, the Chaplain by Bill Garber,
and a Justice by Don Brown. The role
Members of Los Amigos and Sigma of Matthew Skipps has
not yet been
Alpha Pi, under the direction of Senor cast.
H. J. Valeila, are bringing the fdm
"Don Quixote" by Cervantes to Westminster Chapel, April 30, at 7:30 p.m.

'Quixote' Film

Comes April 24

Wooster Sends

The film, which was produced in
Spain in 1949, is complete with English titles. Consjdered the greatest of
John Gump has been chosen as
all Spanish films, "Don Quixote" is
Wooster's
representative in India for
the story of a "cra2y" knight who sets
the two year term, 1952-54- .
Elected
out to settle all grievances.
by a special committee of faculty and
students, he will leave in June to take
up his duties at Ewing Christian College at Allahabad University in the
LInited Provinces.

Gump To India

Charles Taft Keynotes Convention As
Student GOP's Battle Here April 30
Charles P. Taft, brother of Ohio
Senator Robert A. Taft and candidate for the Republican nomination for governor of the State of
Ohio, will be the keynote speaker
for the mock Republican convention to be held here April 30.
Confirmation of Mr. Taft as speaker
came on Tuesday after a series of
telephone calls between Mr. Taft and
Mr. Marion Graven, Wayne County
Republican Committee Chairman.
A graduate of Yale Law School, Mr.
Taft has been a prominent Cincinnati
lawyer since 1922. He has been prosecuting attorney of Hamilton County,
an original member of the Cincinnati
Citv Charter Committee, and for many
years a member of the Cincinnati City
Council. In 1947, he was elected presi
of
Council
dent of the Federal
Churches for a one year term. During
the last war, he served as director of
Community War Services for the Federal Security Agency. Throughout all
his life he has displayed an active interest in local political and religious
projects.
General Chairman Walter Wolf
announced this week the committee chairman for the four convention committees. Roger Erikson
will be in charge of the Resolutions Committee; Charles Ardery
will head the Rules and Order of
Business Committee; Boyd Cook
will lead the Permanent Organization Committee; and Frank Cook
will oversee the Credentials Committee.
Several changes in the state delegation chairmen were also announced

'Lady'

As a teacher of English in the school
and head resident of a men's dormitory, Gump will represent "not only
Wooster College but the ideas of
Christianity and democracy." He will
try to acquaint Ewing students with
the way of life at Wooster and stimulate a friendship between the two
schools. His position is, he goes on
to say, "a clearing house representative for students of both colleges."
John will write from time to time
of the work he is doing and will try
to organize an exchange of letters and
pictures between students here and
those in India.
Wooster-in-Indiis sponsored jointly by the S.C.C. and the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian
church.
Past
representatives
from
Wooster have been Charlie Croghan,
whose term ends this year, Dave Black-shearepresentative from 1948-5and
John Bathgate, 1946-48- .
a
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Mr. Charles P. Taft
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Glee Club Names

recently by Wolf. Brian Underwood
will be the Arkansas chairman; Lincoln Griswold, Minnesota; John Low-rie- ,
Mark Allen was elected president of
South Carolina; Bev Lindholm, the Men's Glee Club Monday
afterHawaii ; and Loren Shearer, District noon at the group's final
meeting of
of Columbia.
the year. The executive board of the
The convention is scheduled to be- Glee Club will remain next year exgin with an afternoon session for de- cept for one new officer to be chosen
bate on the platform beginning at from the freshmen members. A
manager will be appointed
3:30. The evening session will begin
at 6:45, with the keynote address later by Mr. Karl Trump, director.
planned for 7:00. Nominations for the
Among other business discussed by
President and
will be- the Glee Club was the possibility of
gin immediately
after the keynote taking a trip along Skyline Drive to
speech.
Florida next year.

Allen President

new-busines-

Vice-Preside-

nt

s
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Thursday, April

VOICE

As we were trying to redistribute the mass of waste paper which
constantly covers the desk of the VOICE editor the other day we
came across a letter which, although unsigned, contains such a profusion of fallacious reasoning concerning the honor system that we
are taking the liberty of reproducing part of it here. After the writer
explains how he feels the system will work ("which of the tempted
souls wil begin to copy his "A" neighbor's paper"), he goes on to say:

-

)

Publications Group Explains Function
To the Editor:

"As long as we can remember, we have been taught not to
We found that if we did tattle on our best friend
we often lost his close friendship and also got a scolding from
our parents for telling the tale. The honor system is a complete
reversal of this picture, forcing students to tattle on their friends.
"tattle-tale.- "

In view of the recent confusion of student opinion in the matter of
lications, it seems appropriate to describe the composition and operation of
the Publications Committee.
The Publications Committee of the College of Wooster operates uode,
a statute which was adopted In 1949. The committee is a student faculty
of the Student Faculty
group and currently functions as a
Relations Committee.
The membership of the committee is as follows: a faculty chairon,
of the SFRC; a faculty member from
appointed by the
economics department who acts as a financial advisor; the Dean of Men- the
members; the Preside,
President and Dean of the college, who are
and Treasurer of the Student Senate; the present Editor and Business Manage
of the VOICE; the present and past Editors and Business Managers 0f the
INDEX; and the President of the junior class.
A major purpose of the committee is to exercise financial control to
prevent the VOICE and INDEX from running a deficit. The faculty
advisor is required to sign all contracts and to keep tab on budget operations. The business managers are required to make periodic financial
reports to the entire committee and the committee passes upon salary
schedules.
Another function of the committee is to advise editors on questions of
format, content and literary style. It should be clearly understood that tfui
provision does not include any direction of editorial policy, nor does the
committee exercise any jurisdiction over matters of opinion. The jurisdiction
of the committee includes final action on charges of inaccuracy, libel and
poor taste. Because of the practical difficulties involved, the advisory function
is largely performed by the chairman of the committee.
The committee possesses an electoral function through the requirement
that nominations for the positions of editor and business manager for both
the VOICE and the INDEX must be approved by the committee before they
become effective.
We are currently engaged in the task of revising the statute of the
Publications Committee as well as the operational statutes for the VOICE
and the INDEX. The aim of the current revision is to bring these documents up to date and more in line with practice.
The current student petitions demonstrate the need for a clarification of
the manner in which student publications are held responsible to our college
community. It is hoped that this letter has helped serve this purpose.
Sincerely,
Joe H. Bindley, Chairman
Publications Committee
sub-commit- tee

co-chair-

Is there one of us who has not, in desperation, been tempted
to glance at his neighbor's caper? Why didn't you do It? Because
the prof, was there watching you. He may be a good friend,
but ne also represents authority and, if a warning fails, he has
the long accepted power of judgement over those he has warned.
It was not your grand standard of a no cheating policy that has
kept you from the crime, it has been the presence of the one
power of authority, and not a lot of little, undecided powers,
who has kept you under control.

-

"MORNIN "

Without taking issue with what this writer has said, we would like
to point out some of the logical consequences ot such an attitude in
either students or faculty. We are reminded once again of the Fortune PLEASE
magazine article entitled ' Group-Thinin which our society is
criticized for its lack of creativeness and our love of the system.
This letter expresses the very thing that inspires the "group-thinarticle, that is, an inherent fear of self expression and noncomformity.

. .

k,

Every day we complain because we are not given enough freedom.
We don't like to be told when to come home, when to go to bed,
when to go to church or chapel. Yet when we are given one chance
to do something on our own, we fumble and complain because "we
don't want the responsibility."

The question we would like to pose is this: How can we ever expect to be given more freedom, more chances to make decisions with
our own judgment as a guide, when we refuse to accept the responsibility which logically accompanies such freedom? Until we are willing to assume this responsibility, we have no right to ask for the
revision of any rules that we might feel to be oppressive or unfair.
H. K.

So The Bands Play On
The Student Senate recently improved its policy of union bands
for all dances on campus by adding enforcement power to the policy
adopted a year ago. The administration has backed up the Senate's
stand. The policy is the only practical one possible under the existing circumstances.
Immediate reaction to the American Federation of Labor's musicians' union dogmatic canon that the entire campus be regarded
as one unit is to boycott union bands. But Senate experience last year
found this position untenable. When the campus was blacklisted by
the union because one group had employed a nonunion band for a
dance, last year's Senate resolved to hire only nonunion bands. But
it soon found that the number of such bands in this area is insufficient to meet the needs caused by the calendar of dances.
Last year's Senate was thus forced to advocate that all organizations on campus contract only union bands. They formed this recommendation on the assumption that dances were still wanted and on
the fact that nonunion bands could not perform for the number of
dances wanted.

This year's Senate has added teeth to the policy. It clears all band
contracts to make certain that its policy is not violated. Its Dance
Band Committee automatically approves any union band (and is
armed with a list of union bands to help organizations select a band).
Two provisions guard against violations of this plan. If a nonunion band is contracted, the campus organization must pay the
band, but must cancel the dance. If this stipulation is circumvented
and a nonunion band plays for a dance, then the organization sponsoring the dance is suspended from social activities for a period to
be determined by the Student Senate.

Say Something!
by Nell Maxwell

There is the dead quiet of a
haunted house on a summer's
night when the moon is full,
when the crickets are chirping,
when the owl hoots over the
hill. There is the concentrated
uncomfortable
silence that descends over a conversation when
some unthinking soul inquires
after the boyfriend who has recently gone the way of all boyfriends and is dialing another
number for his coke dates. There
is the whispering hush of a funeral parlor.
But all these are as nothing
compared to the unutterable horror of the thick oppressive stillness of the campus work factory.
'The lib" a friendly informal
title is a deceiving one to apply
to such a morgue. It should be
written THE LIBRARY, although
even that is not enough to express the awesome solemnity of
the rows of students who pore
like slaves over their heavy tomes.
glances and furTheir
tive whispers are worthy of the
souls who shall stand at the Last
Judgement before the great throne
of God, awaiting their sentence
with the knowledge that it will be
everlasting damnation.
There are those, it is said, who
can actually study in such an atmosphere; there are even a few,
it is reported, who prefer this impersonal air to that of some more
friendly room where the spectre
of Sleep lurks to catch the student
who refuses to go to bed at a conventional hour.
Those who cannot study in this
side-lon-

g

place of stolen conversation, rustling pages, and echoing footsteps
are not quite so fortunate. The
music room, the dormitory, the
Shack, or the Union may provide
a comfortably noisy place to study
in for a while, but the inevitable,
in the form of reserve books,
must sometime catch up with
them.
These unfortunates may thus
have their hell on earth and perhaps who knows? escape eternal
punishment that way. But a hell
in the hereafter would at least be
filled with the screams of the tormented; one damned there would
have some comfort in the consciousness that other lost souls
were keeping him company. Ar.d
to those condemned to expiation
here, there is nothing quite so
full of terror as the spectacle of
a room filled with these forms
which seem dead, all the while
reason screams that they must be
alive, that they must be capable
of movement . . .

There was a Wooster student
in bygone days who proposed that
the infernal sticks to which library
newspapers are attached should be
removed and put to a better use.
He was in favor of a duel, to
on the top of the center
desk and continued,
la Fairbanks, from one table-to-p
to another.
This proposal undoubtedly
has
its merits, but somehow our personal tastes seem to run to a loud
and not too tuneful Salvation
Army band.
b-be-gun

Two of the girls' dorms opened their doors to the public of Wooster Col
lege this past weekend. Westminster was transported out of this world last
Friday night. The occupants made it the universe. The living room was filled
with a rocket ship. And if you signed up for a trip through space, a
"
would escort you up the stairways to Paradise and Heaven, through
The Senate has made the policy of one year's standing a real one the planets, asteroids, Big and Little Dippers, and other Heavenly bodies. The
one with power to compel its observance. The plan protects each smoker was converted into a starlight room for dancing. Luckily
earthly
action by things, iced cookies and punch, were served for refreshments.
organization from being blacklisted through short-sighteanother organization on campus.
Next door Scot Cottage, was much more mortal. "Bars and Stripes"
was the theme. Friday, visiting inmates were fingerprinted and told to
Forced into a corner by the musicians' union, the Senate and the
put down their major crime. The permanent residents of this prison bad
Administration have prudently taken the only stand that will protheir misdemeanors registered for posterity on "Ye Honorable Demerit
vide the campus with a variety of dance music.
Chart". Further statements of their crimes were posted on each door, such
R. D.
as the following,
d

lia&dtei Vaice

men

ex-offic- io

In at least one of the girls' dorms at the beginning of every
year, the honor system is tried in regard to quiet hour rules.
The system always fails, and so it shall fail forever, or at least
until each student becomes so immune to her conscience that she
in the name of the law."
will do anything to her dorm-mate- s

In this case, we feel that it is a mistake to conform to a useless
and outmoded standard such as the "I will not tattle' philosophy
We are in this school because we have supposedly reached the age
of common sense, because we are expected to be able to make our
own decisions without having someone look over our shoulders all
the time.

1952

.

Systems Without Honor?

k

3.

"uni-versite-

More On: Authority
Dear Editor:
It is strange how seemingly unrelated news items such as "Carnegie Preiy
Visits Campus For Week-end"- ,
and "Student Petition Spurs Debate On College Publications Policy" (Wooster Voice March 21)) do in the larger view
have subtle relationships.

Two students in a letter to the editor (Wooster Voice March 21) ask
among three questions 1) the difference between advice and control, 2)
the source of administrative power. I would like to quote in answer to
this from an address by Mr. Chester I. Barnard, President, Rockefeller
Foundation at a meeting of the National Association of Deans and Advisers of Men at Williamsburg, Virginia, March, 1950. The title of his address was "Authority."

...

"My views on the subject of authority
I don't suppose were original
but they certainly were not orthodox, because I have insisted that the fundamental theory of authority comes from the bottom and never comes from the
top . . .1 suppose the myth that authority comes from the top is responsible
for more difficulty in international and national affairs, and in schools, businesses and homes, than arises from any other single source."
Mr. Barnard goes on to support his opinion that authority comes from
the bottom. "Let us deal first with some of the subjective aspects of
authority. If you transmit an instruction or an order to somebody that be
or she cannot understand, it obviously cannot have any authority. You
can't get anything done unless you are able to communicate it Ptrbmf
at least fifty per cent of the art of communication lies In the listener, the
recipient of the instruction . . . There is another aspect of authority of
which Tolstoy was well aware, and that is the recipient of an instruction
or an order has got to be able to carry it out . . . You will find all
through the business world, and I think through the educariooal world,
if you look carefully enough, case after case where instructions are given
in good faith, which are so irrelevant to the actual concrete situation that
they can't possibly be carried out, and frequently they are not . . . People
become quite expert in knowing what orders or what rules not to pay
attention to in the Army, the Navy, and in business organizations. Tbey
learn what is really important, and, for the most part, what people art
willing to do depends upon their sense of what is fit to do.
In order to secure order there has to be a formal and objective scheme of
authority. The authority that comes from the bottom is the authority that
accepts the obpective scheme, the hierarchy, the necessity for the communications . . . The question of responsibility,
which is so closely related
Responsibility always must be greater than authority, or an organization wouW
break down.
.

Any organization that has a good morale has people who feel for and
have an interest in accomplishments that are not in the book, and may
not be within the scope of their formal authority or formal functions.

...

I finally come to the
question of persuasion
in connection with 'Ho
do you get things coordinated without authority?' . . .
There are many form
I killed a man.
of persuasion
. . One
form of persuasion is to set up conditions of fe"
I'm glad of my crime.
I suppose
that it is a net loss, in other words, that it is a failure. It is
He's jazzed up
other case where authority does not work from the tup .
Much more iBACH
mportant is persuasion by conditioning and education
people so
. Conditioning
For the very last time I
they can act on their own responsibility and own
the last Firt
authority
of
The kitchen became the "autopsy room"; the smoker, "the gas chamber"; of education and training consists in exposition.
That is another form
the telephone, "the general alarm"; and appropriately, the head resident's persuasion. The intellectual appeal.
room, that of "the Warden." Bread, made a bit more appetizing by a cheese
Finally, I would put in the class of persuasion
spread, and water were served. One very interesting notice under the clock
perhaps by stretching
athe word too much what is implicit in a good deal
read "How about leaving the clock alone so that people will get places on
of what I have
lready said, and that is the art of
creating the conditions of autonomuJ
time. Alter all, you will see him in the morning." I gather that that sign, unorganization. The great battle between the totalitarians and the
like the others, is permanent.
liberals is really this; to what extent can you, by formal direction,
attain results as against creating and developing and permitting autonomFourth Section had a Hobo Dance in Lower Babcock last Friday night.
ous organizations which operate on their own
responsibility
Couples came dressed in their old clothes, which, translated into Wooster
I believe that each generation
seeks to better Wooster An es.sent.al
terms, means jeans. The walls were covered with sketches of railroads,
this is better student, faculty and administrative
tramps, and other objects familiar to the hobo world.
relations but as any teamster
of old would say, "you cannot rein a horse
upr"11
in
when he is pulling an
The main event of this past weekend was naturalhv the SDrinc-- Formal TV,,
load." We go to an American history class
and learn of separation of
decoration committee got very sophisticated this year and attempted
a
to change church and press from the state; we go
to a compulsory chapel and read
the gym into a penthouse. The doorway became an elevator, and
the band censored school paper. We go to
t
introductory philosophy class and learn
played in rront of French doors. The ceiling was decorated with blue crrnr ph.Iosoph.cal
fallacies; in defense of administrative policies we are given
paper and stars. Above the walls of the penthouse terrace was
the skyline of argumentum ad vericundiam. Is it
small wonder that we are concerned an
New York. Since there were no refreshments at the dance First,
Sond and these incongruities?
Fourth Sections held open house during the intermission. First followed
the
Sincerely yours.
modernistic tone of the evening by exhibiting their art (?) collection.
R. J. Ross
.

.
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SPORTS Football Coaches
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Last Saturday the Wooster College
Athletic Department was host to IX)
football coaches and fans at its second annual football clinic. The morn
ing and afternoon sessions of the clinic
took place in the cage while the eve
ning session was moved to Douglass.
After registration in the mnrnins
Sam Masi, Coach at Barberton
H.h
School talked about the backfield of
the single wing. Marv English of Ohio
Northern discussed the organization
of a defensive line, and -lade Behri
O
lectured on guards and tackles on
offense.

nas wcu
with both an
evening sport under way. At this writing, Fifth, Second, and
rn00n and
led the way on the volleyball court, with the Phi Delts undefeated
Sixth have
It's easy the way they do it, with such big boys as Tom
five gimes.
Holt, Dick Paige, Dick Milligan, and John Welsh. Second
Jack
cCutdieon,
them, and some
J,ai Bob Voelkel, Bob Clark, and Jay Cox to go up against
best spikers are Don Leber, Carl Fleming, Vern Netzley, and Tom
0f Sixth's
winners will be decided before this issue comes out, but not in
Cannon. The
be put in print.
dme to
FIELDS all is not well. Everybody would rather have
ON THE SOFTBALL
just a practice, but when the sore comes out someinstead
of
game
, practice
After lunch the clinic resumed as
one like 113 they should realize they've jumped the gun a bit. There prob- Thomas of DePauw spoke about
Joe
a.
1.. won t oe any
wrew
arrex
vaca
viui
&m
"nui" uuui .vuic
settle down and the fielders finally locate the handle on End Play." Jim Loughridge
from
pitchers
the
when
tioa
Cuyahoga Falls High School talked
then no hits, many runs, and many errors.
be balL Till
on the subject "Backfield Techniques
of the T." Chudt Mather, coach of
has done something to Massillon High School, gave two LecflNEY BUSACK, Scot Basketball captain in
very proud of him. Himself a coach, Miney recently led tures,
Duties
nuke his old coaches
of the
Oregon's Rogue River High School to the State Class B Basketball Tournament
tfumpionship. How did he get so far away from home? Mose tells us that
"Miney just got in his trailer and didn't stop until he found himself in
Oregon." Some of this year's coaching prospects who may have to do a bit
settle down are Tom McCutcheon, Paul Steiner, Wes
of traveling before they
Qiie, and Al Van Wie.
j-jj-
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I
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Fifth Section Paces Volleyball Loop
With Unbeaten Record In Six Games;
Second, Sixth Tied As Runnrs-U- p

'I'

Speak At Clinic
by Ivan Preston
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Pge Three
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As they entered their final game last night Fifth Section still led
the Kenarden League in volleyball with an undefeated record. Following in the steps of last year's team, which also won the league
with an undefeated record, the Fifth Section boys have already won
six straight games while losing none.
Paced by Spider McCutcheon, Jack Holt, Tom Greee, John Farmer,
Dick Milligan, and Dick Paige, Fifth has rolled over Fourth, Sixth,
Third, Seventh, hirst and Eighth with little trouble.

tr

ot

,

r4 yff.

following the leaders in a second
place tie are Sixth Section and Second in favor of Seventh, were 15-15-Sixth came back after A first
Section, each with five victories and and
one defeat. Thus far. Sixth has lost game defeat by Fourth to win the
COACH MARV ENGLISH
only to Fifth in a tight contest Sec- next two games without much trouble;
Fourth
Coach" and "Practice Organiiatioa." ond, however, has been beaten by the scores were 15-- and 15-15-had
final
won
first,
the
In
the
la the evening there was a panel Sixth and was not scheduled to play
game of the evening Fifth continued
discussion and a talk by Mr. Paul Bar- Fifth until last night.
In third place is Eighth Section with its winning ways as it trounced First
rett oo the subject of "The Margin
15-and 15-of Surprise." The movie "Touchdown
three wins and three defeats, followed by scores of
Tuesday
On
of
this week the top
Town," a story of football at Massil- by Seventh with two victories and four
three teams again won to keep the
lon High School, was also show.
(Cootinaed on page four)
Oo Tuesday, March 25, action began when Seventh rallied to down
First in three games by scores of
15-and 15-On the other Boor
Sixth was downing Second in two
straight matches to remain in a tie
All of Wooster's varsity sprine sports squads will see action for for second place. Sixth won the first
and then came back to
the first time against other schools soon after vacation. The baseball game, 15-VTHY GET EXCITED about the Indians' home opener on the 18th when
Eight beat
team inaugurates the 1952 season by playing Ohio Wesleyan here win the second, 15-,ou can see the Scots open up a whole day earlier! The Mauling Methodists
15-and
straight,
Fourth
in
two
April
from Ohio Wesleyan will provide the opposition in the Stadium debut which
On Saturday, April 19 the golf team plays host to Kent State; two and Fifth rolled over Third in two
I
should unveil a much stronger squad than last year's strictly average outfit.
days later the tennis team travels to Cleveland for a match with renn games, 15-- and
game last year ran 12 innings to a
tie; this year College. The first track meet is scheduled in Severance Stadium with
The
Thursday night featured a contest
ix Scots should have the needed strength to win convincingly and to improve Capital and Otterbein on April 26.
between Eighth and Second in which
co their record of 6 wins and 8 losses.
Coach Swigart's diamond men have
Secood came from behind in the last
FEATURED on the schedule will be a number of grudge matches against spent the last week or more outdoors,
score. Second
game to win by a
content just to win but had to embarrass us as well. after working out in the gym for sevbut Eighth
teams which weren't
won the first game, 15-and 10-Kent won, 10-and Kenyon came out eral weeks. Although the infield has
Oberlin got away twice,
had come back to tie it with a
.T Cards at
Ashland's 17-- 6 holocaust was the most disappointing defeat, but not been in shape for infield practice,
victory.
on top,
the Scots have engaged in some hitting
the Eagles won't appear among this year's opponents.
In other matches played, Seventh
Scot athletes from all sports were
downed Third in the final game to
MUSKINGUM will be among the teams seeking revenge for last year's practice.
Nine lettermen help to make up honored last Friday evening at the win by two games to one. The scores,
The Muskies got the short end of a tight
Scot victories.
battle of the
the thirty or more aspirants for the 3rd annual athletic department ban
hurlers when Keith Shearer did bis best mound job of the year. Allegheny was
The monogram winners are: quet given at the Smithville Inn.
with Wally Joachim cutting off two
downed,
runs by a spectacu- team.
Keith
and Tom McCutcheon, Participating were all those various
Shearer
decision in the 9th after getting 5 runs
lar catch, and Otterbein blew a
persons connected in various ways
pitchers;
Eddie
Matin and Ramon
exciting contests this spring, though who
in the 8th. This all foretells some
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
withe
the Wooster athletic program.
catchers; Dyke Kanai, shortstop;
WOOSTER, OHIO
on tell from one game to the next whether they'll be close,
Quality Repairing
Bob
base;
Baab,
Wally
third
The
Joachim
invocation, presented by Dean
fumble fiascos.
pitchers' battles or close, loosely-playeEast
Street
Liberty
215
and Bob Bush, outfielders; and Wes Young, was followed by the famous
Crile, second base.
dinner which consisted of the usual
Others who have had considerable ample supply of chicken flanked by
AL PYERS, laid low by his daring skyscraper
feats atop the Wooster bus,
varsity experience are Carl Fleming, noodles, biscuits, jam, butter, potatoes,
should be back on his feet sometime this spring, we're glad to learn, but won't
Al
Rocco, and Dick Milligan. Among dessert, candy, nuts, and topped off
be working full time until
next fall when his leg will be completely healed.
the newcomers are Bill Stoner, Bud with "turns."
AND SPEAKING of legs we'll be on our last ones soon if we don't get
Barta, Darryl Smith, Cliff Elliott, and
TRY OUR HOT FUDGE SUNDAES
sotne new blood to belp write the rwws (we call it) that appears on this page.
Although oo "big name" speakers
Ed Beckler.
Anyone wishing to become a sports writer may apply at the old, converted car
Some thirty Wooster runners, jump- wert present, the banquet was considbarn next to Scovel Hall between the hours of noon and 2
If you can't ers, and throwers have made use of ered a great success. Many of those
make it then, come some other time, VX'e'll be glad to have you.
the moderately warm weather during present commented on the evening of
Prepare for a responsible executive
the past two weeks for their practice enjoyment resjlting from the humorEXECUTIVE
in retailing: buying, adver-tisinposition
of
speakers.
ous
antics
the
sessions. The dash men have worked
Visit our Gadget Bar for the unusual gift, including Sewing Kits, Kiss
fashion, management, personboth on starts and speed, while the
Timers postage stamp holders for a small fee, $1.00 and up.
Mose Hole, toastmaster for the eveSpecialized training,
longer distance runners have roamed ning, introduced
teaching.
nel,
or
the speechmakers.
the country north of town.
President Emeritus Wishart presented
college graduates,
for
exclusively
IN
Coach Munson's track team has a historical account .of Scot athletics.
S. E. CORNER OF PUBLIC SQUARE
covers all phases of store activity.
seven lettermen back from the fine Following "Prexy" were Dr. Williams,
One-ye- ar
Course
Realistic approach under
Dave Allison pastor
1951 squad.
erf
Presbyterian
the First
leads to
,
faculty. Classes combined with super(mile and two mile) and Bob Ander- Church, representing
the Board oi
1
son (440 and mile relay) will defend Trustees. Tom McCutcheon, captain
vised store experience with pay. StuDegree
an undefeated string against "foreign" of the '52 basketball team, spoke for
dents usually placed before graduation,
foes in their respective specialties.
the students; Dean Taeusch representTHREE DELIGHTFUL FRAGRANCESI
Master's degree.
Other award winners are: Jack
ed the faculty; and Df. Lowry expressweight thrower; ed the feelings of the administration.
Next class begins July 1, 1952.
John Keitt and Art Louch, hurdles;
THREE WONDERFUL COMBINATIONS!
Write for Bulletin C
Coach Hole was honored by memDick May, mile and half mile, and Bill
Prouty, dashes. Several others have had bers oi the 'W' association in
RISt ARCH BUREAU FOR RETAIL TRAINING
erf his
birthday. Mose's
varsity experience.
Pittsburgh 13, Pa.
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
office
his
Among the freshmen are Jim Price gift may be seen either in
and CTeorge Dawkins, dashes; George chair or on the seat of his car (?).
Bowers, broad jump and 440; and
Fred McKirachin, 80 run.
Coach Shipe will have two of his
regulars back to push the little white
ball around the golf course. Dick
Paige, top linksman from last year's
team, and Dave Augspurger are the
veterarw who hope to lead the small
REG. $1.50 VALUE
team to another successful season.
The tennis team has gone through
little organized practice so far, but
Mose Hole's proteges will have at
EACH
least four among them who have had
varsity experience. Pete Vosteen, Bob
Ackerly, Dirck Meengs, and John
year.
Farmer saw action
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Dean of the College, Dean of
Men, and one other faculty member appointed by the rest of the
membership. This means a 5
majority for the students on the
Committee.
Maxine Schnitzer remarked that a
faculty chairman might be better qualified to advise on matters of style and
good taste, while Atwell pointed out
that a faculty chairman might censor
night, on bethe VOICE on make-uPresident
half of the Committee.
Sperry reminded the Senate, however,
that the Committee as a whole is to
perform these duties.
6--

'

1
1

" "

r

p

by
Another factor suggested
Don Hartsough was that with a
faculty chairman, students have a
majority vote. Paul Clark finally
suggested the possibility of election from among the members of
the Committee itself. Thus the
chairman might be etiher student
or faculty, and might vary from
year to year. No final action was
taken on the issue.

(Continued from page one)
other to confuse his listeners. One stu- others were blind: on n. k..
dent remarked: "You look and act like a small bone was all that

FATHER PHILIP SHIPE casts
Georgia Harrah in
the first act of the comedy melodrama "Gold in the Hills" which
occupies the Little Theatre stage
this week. Daughter Clare RobinElizabeth
son and housekeeper
Coyle plead against father's

. . .

out daughter

Handcuffed Villain Calls Police
.

.

.

FOILED AGAIN

by Howard King

Anyone who ever accused the faculty of this college of lacking
a sense of humor will have to swallow their words after this week's
performances of "Gold in the Hills." There are no adjectives to de

scribe the audience s reaction to the
black cape, out to the police cruiser
antics of their supposedly solemn proand off into the night.
fessors as they gave their impressions
Here the story departs from its
of old fashioned American melodrama
(Continued from page three)
melodramatic
plot, for instead of
as it should be played.
race tight. Fifth started off by downbeing
by the saw, our
Thinking that there was perhaps
ing Eighth in two straight matches by
was set free without
more to such a performance than met
scores of
and 15-Sixth kept
a hitch. He was even returned to
the eye, this reporter wandered backtheir hopes alive when they beat
Taylor Hall In time to come flystage during Monday night's dress reThird, also in two straight games.
ing down the aisle and on to the
hearsal in search of the "news behind
Sixth won the first,
then took
stage to rake his first lines.
the news." The first person I ran into
The incident will not be forgotten, the second by a 15-- count.
(he nearly knocked me down a flight
however, for the next day a reporter
In a close third and deciding game,
of stairs) was Mr. Barry Floyd, the from the Daily Record investigated
Second came from behind to squeak
Richard Murgatroyd-HandsomHarry the strange notations on the police by
a strong stubborn Seventh squad
Howard villain of the production. At blotter about making a call at Taylor
by a score of 17 to 15. Second had
first I thought he was practicing his Hall, then to a machinist's home, and
won the first,
and Seventh
sweeping stage entrances, especially then back to Taylor, and the Fame of
had taken the second game on a 15-since he was muttering "curses" under Floyd was spread throughout Wooster.
score. In the evening's final contest
his breath, but then he told me his
Fourth also came from behind in the
predicament. "It's these blasted handKENARDEN LEAGUE STANDINGS
Won
Lost third game to down First,
cuffs," he said. "I've got them locked
V ...
6
0
on tight and can't get them off." In- VI ...
Fourth got off to a good start when
1
5
1
II
....
5
afvestigation revealed the sad truth;
they
won the first game,
but slowVIII
3
3
2
4
ter two years of faithful theater ser- VII .
ed
second
up
in
when
the
they
rv ...
were
2
4
vice the prop handcuffs had finally in ...
5
0
by First.
0
6 defeated 15-decided to serve the cause of the law, i
and so had attached themselves to the
nearest villain and then refused to
IN WOOSTER ITS
budge.

Volleyball

de-hand-

ed

hero-villai- n

The answer could well be "both."
Prof. Schreiber was born in Bonn,
which he revisited during January and
February of this year, and he had
completed some of his secondary education before emigrating in 1923 to
this country, where he obtained his
degrees. His last trip to Germany was
in 19J7.

15-1- 1
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15-1-
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8

15-1-
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Always buy silver and other jewelry, china and glassware in a fine jewelry store in any town and save money.
There are many other advantages in dealing with
We'll be glad to explain them.

fine store.

to inves-
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WATCHES - DIAMONDS
GLASSWARE

gift from the stur
A
dents and faculty of the college has
by the World
been acknowledged
Student Service Fund. The fund is organized to help meet the needs of
European and Asiatic students.
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However, fate was not kind to Mr.
Barry Floyd that night, for none of the
keys would even fit into the lock of
the handcuffs,
much less open
them. After commenting that such keys
were no longer made, the policeman
suggested the only other alternative
he offered to take the traitorous manacles and their prisoner to a nearby
machinist who had the tools and skill
necessary to saw the cuffs. He then
led the dashing villain, complete with

Selling in the home is a very expensive form of merchandising and the consumer PAYS the bill.
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Easter Shoes

SEE OUR FINE SELECTIONS OF MANY STYLES
OF FINE QUALITY SHOES TO
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Your Favorite Store
For Men's and Women's Shoes

SHOE STORE

AMSTER

"Famous for Fine Footwear"
WEST LIBERTY ST.
WOOSTER, OHIO

Phaedrus philosophized:

You will soon break tlie

t crw

it you keep it always stretched

Recipe for relaxation

take the

contents of one frosty bottle of
Coca- -

;

Jl

too.
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SHORTS $2.98

SUN SHINERS
J

SMART
DENIM
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r.g,.r,d tradark.
THE

COCA-COL- A
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A

COMPANY
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BOTTLING COMPANY of Wooster, Ohio

THIRD
FLOOR

do

not represent a business with a permanent retail establishment in your own town or locality, you PAY too
much.

SALLY'S

a fruitless

search for a
key to the stubborn
cuffs, Professor William Craig
called for the assistance of the
men who use handcuffs most
the local constabulary. A night sergeant soon arrived with a ring of
handcuff keys, and the cast all began to breathe easier.

When you buy from salesmen in your home, who

an
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After

RD.

THREE BARBERS
Curley, Jack and Warren

WSSF THANKS COLLEGE

.

15--

CLlvtLAND

BUT WHY PAY MORE THAN
AN ARTICLE IS WORTH?

0,

9

Weigel's Barber Shop

It's Your Money!

Sure

Sperry appointed Don
President
Hartsough and Sara Jane Little NSA
for the remainder of the
year, and George Kuzmishin
tigate the worth of WCW.

pl

One of the most startling aspects of
his lecture experiences was the physical appearance of the audiences. The
war left cruel and painful marks.
Many were without arms or legs;

that the new Stuemulate the
and
dent Senate review
preferential ballot system was proposed by Jane Abernethy and passed
unanimously by the Senate. The action
followed a report by Margaret Beekel,
appointed by the Senate to investigate
student reaction to the preferential
ballot which was used in the last election. She explained that there has
been a great deal of confusion due to
a lack of understanding of how the
votes were tabulated.

co-chairm-

rPm

shrapnf

of the nose; and a
marred the forehead of
another
Beginning in the next issue
of ,u
VOICE, an article in serial f0
'
Professor Schreiber, entitled
Dem
racy in Concrete, will present a Dirt,'
of the life of a few of these
that of some University students
h
are practicing democracy in a Ge
a
Bunker.

an American, but you talk like a German. Which are you?"
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Dr. Schreiber Returns

Senate
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To Mix
Match
Mate thru summer. The smartest, most
practical day and play denims we have seen. Sizes 10 - 18.
Colors
Pink, Aqua, Brown
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